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2015 BMA Medical Book Awards Highly Commended in Basic and Clinical Sciences Category!

Learn and master anatomy with ease, while having fun, through the unique approach of Netterâ€™s

Anatomy Coloring Book, 2nd Edition. You can trace arteries, veins, and nerves through their

courses and bifurcations...reinforce your understanding of muscle origins and insertions from

multiple views and dissection layers...and develop a better understanding of the integration of

individual organs in the workings of each body system throughout the human form. Whether you are

taking an anatomy course or just curious about how the body works, let the art of Netter guide you!

Netterâ€™s Anatomy Coloring book is a perfect companion to the Atlas of Human Anatomy by

Frank H. Netter, MD as well as Netterâ€™s Anatomy Flash Cards and Netterâ€™s Clinical Anatomy

textbook.Understand the correlation between structures. Outlines of Netter anatomical illustrations

in multiple views, magnifications, and dissection layers, accompanied by high-yield information

reinforce visual recognition and provide context.Master challenging structures through illustrations

small enough for quick coloring, but large enough to provide you with important details. Facilitate

learning by following tips for coloring key structures and quizzing yourself with end-of-section review

questions.Quickly review key concepts with accompanying tables that review muscle attachments,

innervation, and actions.Understand the role of anatomy in medicine through Clinical Notes which

highlight examples.
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Netter: It&#039;s How you Know Anatomy   Trusted for 25 years, Frank H. Netter, MDÃ¢Â€Â™s

clear, detailed depictions of the human body are all from a clinicianÃ¢Â€Â™s perspective. With its

emphasis on anatomic relationships and clinically relevant views, Dr. NetterÃ¢Â€Â™s work provides

a coherent, lasting visual vocabulary for understanding anatomy.

Features             View larger               View larger               View larger           Coloring Exercises  

Learn and master anatomy while having fun by coloring in detailed anatomy illustrations.       Tables 

 Quickly review key concepts with accompanying tables that review muscle attachments,

innervation, and actions.       Completed Coloring Exercises Online   Follow instructions on the

inside front cover to activate the free eBook and view completed coloring exercises for reference.

"The book is not expensive at around Â£10 and I would recommend buying it to any medical

student!" The Naked Truth: Medical Textbooks Revealed - website, September 2009

University of Rochester, USA - School of medicine and dentistry

The Netter's Anatomy Coloring Book undeniably exemplifies the epitome of "active" as opposed to

"passive"learning, and "active" easily trumping passive. Using illustrations, then coloring it, compels

seeing, touching then learning. Simply put, it is "eye to hand to mind to memory" . What can be

more effective? This book came about from the genius of an artist-physician himself, whose work is

the most widely used anatomical medical illustration in the entire world.As I am not a scientifically

inclined individual, I am not able to explain it, but suffice it to say that the book is well thought of so

much so that the coloring exercises, labels, texts, bullet points or essential material and tables are

carefully chosen to emphasize important aspect of the anatomy for effective learning purposes.In

addition, it employs repetition as an effective method of learning and memorization.I bought this for

myself out of curiosity while I was browsing through the  market place for coloring books to

purchase as I have recently got into coloring. I thought why not learn and have fun at the same

time? Especially since getting up in age, I thought stimulating my brain a tiny bit would be

beneficial.This is a WONDERFUL MUST HAVE BOOK and a PERFECT GIFT item to children

showing signs of interest in the sciences or medical field, or just for anyone for that matter to

encourage learning. Have I had a book such as this while I was in grade school or maybe even high

School, I wouldn't be as intimidated with science specifically Anatomy as much if learning was this



fun, interactive, and creative.The book comprise of 11 chapters each representing the 11 systems

namely minus the 1st which is 1) Orientation and Introduction 2) Skeletal 3) Muscular 4) Nervous 5)

Cardiovascular 6) Lymphatic 7 ) Respiratory 8)Gastrointestinal 9) Urinary 10) Reproductive and 11)

EndocrineEach I have not gone through all the pages yet (obviously) but each page or exercise

have not only the anatomy to color but the REAL DEAL ANATOMY LESSON.I HIGHLY

RECOMMEND THIS BOOK.

Wow..I love this book!! It took me months to decide whether to get this one or Kapit and Elson's

coloring book. I tried a couple of coloring in Kapit's but I finally settled on this one, and am very

pleased. I prefer this book - the book is well organized, the main points (key words) are bolded. The

text is MUCH clearer. The Information about muscle origin, insertion, innervation, action are neatly

organized into tables. There are a couple of other tables as well - Ligaments and attachments,

features and characteristics for various organ systems....etc. The images are much clearer and less

busy. While it's true that the margins of each anatomical feature are not as well delineated as

Kapit's book, I find this to be less important, since in the body (cadaver or real) there isn't

necessarily a line to separate out the features anyways. You can always double check with your

anatomy book or an atlas. Some of the features are only named by number on the coloring page,

which I use as a quiz for myself. Overall, great addition for studying anatomy! Thank you Dr.

Hansen. Happy Coloring!

This was purchases as a gift for my sister who is currently enrolled in a Sonography program at her

university and is taking Anatomy classes. She really liked receiving it as a gift and has noted that

not only is it a way to make studying more pleasant and enjoyable, but it is filled with great

information! What a neat way to help relieve stress while studying and learning. I would highly

recommend this as a unique gift for anyone who is looking to purchase a gift for someone in a

program at school that requires them to learn anatomy. This is a high quality item too..not a flimsy or

cheap book. Highly recommended!

Great book for those going Into the medical field careers to brush up on the anatomy. I like the

descriptions that come along with the labeling and coloring.

I would actually not recommend this coloring book to students for two reasons1. You aren't going to

actually have time to do it with your busy school schedule2. The things it asks you to color in are



sometimes so small and not easily adapted to the coloring book format

This coloring book honestly helped me pass my Anatomy and Physiology of Speech and Hearing

class for my SLP undergrad program.IF YOU ARE TAKING ANATOMY, GET THIS!!!

This is an excellent product! I love it. I never thought coloring could be such fun. Everything is neatly

labeled and organized, not to mention it's not just a coloring book it provides an overview of the

anatomy and physiology of the body. Of course not as in-depth as a textbook but for a leisure

coloring book it is perfect. 5 Stars.

Coloring the muscle's fiber directions really instills a good sense of how they are "running". This is

good because we can more effectively treat them. The book also reinforces origin and insertions.

You are coloring the entire muscle from origin, belly, to insertion. Muscles that have more than one

head are clearly defined. The book has all the innervation's and lymph system to color. Actually, this

books includes all the organ systems in rich detail. Included is a little background info on each

structure that is to be colored. Though not super small, these are not large drawings either, but I like

that. It makes you really distinguish what you are coloring. You need coloring pencils, not crayons.
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